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Dedicated to Paul Schweich

“Keep on flying, Paul.”
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PREFACE

The electricity crisis is real in California and several Western and
Eastern states today, and may threaten the rest of the nation in the future.
The needs of the new economy are stressing an outdated energy infra-
structure and affecting the level of electrical service.

The current regulatory system encourages large powerplants with
long lead times. The right response to the crisis is to invest in new tech-
nologies that reduce the need to depend on the power grid.

There are tools and technologies available for an energy revolution
that can imitate the evolution that has occurred in the computer and
telecommunications industries.

Fuel cells use the chemical reaction from a variety of fuels to create
power and allow companies to generate clean high-grade electricity on
site without air pollution problems. Natural gas distributed generation
uses gas turbines and gas engines. It places small modular power units
close to electric power users. Other distributed generation sources such
as solar-voltaic and micro-hydro are also of interest.

Cogeneration systems are also available to small scale users of elec-
tricity. These modular systems produce electricity and hot water from
engine waste heat. Home sized cogeneration packages are capable of
providing most of the heating and electrical needs of a home. Cogenera-
tion can produce a given amount of electric power and process heat with
30% less fuel than it takes to produce the electricity and process heat
separately.

These new technologies are equivalent to the use of wireless cell
phones and portable computers that are replacing traditional wire-con-
nected phones and desktop computers.

The electrical grid dates back to the beginning of the last century
and is out of sync with the new information technologies. The architec-
ture of the existing electrical transmission grid is in opposition to the
concept of distributed networks made possible by the Internet.

The best way to insure electrical supply reliability and reduce long-
term costs is to utilize these smaller, clean, more efficient energy-gener-
ating technologies into your energy management plan.

This book examines the role of new technologies in reducing oper-
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ating costs and developing more innovative and practical approaches to
energy management. It includes developing alternative energy pro-
grams, monitoring rates, quality and energy policies, cost effective power
generation solutions, small modular power generation units, cost effec-
tive energy services, advanced technologies and products, information
monitoring and diagnostic systems, air monitoring, energy storage op-
tions and lighting and cooling integration.

Chapter 1 is concerned with energy demand, sources and rate
trends. It considers energy usage trends and the power future. Basic
concepts of energy, power, conversion and efficiency are discussed. En-
ergy pricing and rate structure philosophy are defined. Energy manage-
ment programs, energy coordinators and energy audits are introduced as
solutions.

Chapter 2 discusses energy sources including heat pumps, solar
energy and wind power. Heat sources for heat pumps are considered
along with passive solar heating, solar collection and solar heat storage.
Hot water systems and solar cooling are also discussed.

Chapter 3 considers the integration of cooling, heating and power
systems. Topics include energy and power management, distributed con-
trol trends and air monitoring. It introduces power quality and lighting
upgrade trends along with load shedding and demand side limiting
concepts. Cogeneration is also introduced along with district heating and
seasonal energy storage.

Chapter 4 explains the underlying concepts of alternating voltage
and current. This includes the use of power factors, inductive loads and
capacitors. Harmonics are introduced along with the crest factor.

Harmonic Distortion is considered in depth with K-Factor trans-
formers and the h factor. The problem of oversizing transformers is ex-
plained. Power system measurements are discussed along with
adjustable capacitor banks and harmonics studies using computer simu-
lation. Harmonic filters are considered along with transformer inrush
current and capacitor effects. Backup power systems using chemical
batteries, kinetic energy storage and superconducting magnetic energy
storage are discussed.

Fuel cells will be an important source of power in the future as
explained in Chapter 5. Topics include fuel cell technology and charac-
teristics. The problems of different types of fuel cells for electric power
production are discussed. Fuel cells may get their greatest boost as re-
placements for batteries for portable equipment and electric vehicles.
Some of these applications may use fuel processors while others would
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require hydrogen fuel in a hydrogen economy. Fuel cells are compared
and their thermodynamic properties discussed.

Chapter 6 considers modular power generation including turbines,
gasification and combined cycle generation. Topping and bottoming sys-
tems are explained. Turbine controls are discussed along with compres-
sor surge and auxiliary equipment. Biofuels are considered as well as
combined cycle technology. Peak reduction is discussed as well as
standby rates.

Lighting retrofits are the subject of Chapter 7. Energy savings are
possible from simple lamp replacement, upgrading controls and fixtures
and repositioning lights. Load management is discussed along with
lighting management and lighting audits. Task lighting improves the
efficiency of lighting and often results in a reduction of the generated
power needed for lighting. Sulfur lamps and light pipes are among the
newer techniques used to provide outdoor lighting.

Chapter 8 examines the effect of computer technology on energy
control trends. Building management now depends on a network like
BACnet or LonWorks. Building management software can automatically
implement operation and maintenance schemes for increased efficiency
and reliability. The advances in metering and power monitoring are ex-
amined as well as safety, security and building air quality.

Many thanks to Dee, who did much in getting both the text and the
drawings in their final form.
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